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342 N. Pottstown Pike, Exton, Pennsylvania, 19341

WHAT'S ON TAP
Another Day In Paradise
Pale Ale - American / 5.3% ABV / 44
IBU
Sit back & relax with this super clean and
tasty Pale Ale. Yep, It's Just Another Day in
Paradise! This single hop Pale Ale features
the experimental hop, HBC 586. This hop
produces notes of mango, guava, lychee,
and citrus. Enjoy at you own leisure.

4oz Draft $2.00
10oz Draft $4.00
16oz Draft $7.00

Jumpy Jon's Java Stout
Stout - Coffee / 6.2% ABV / 40 IBU
What happens when you have a coffee
roastery in a brewery? You make delicious
coffee beers of course! This brew is loaded
with dark roasted malts and balanced out
with crystal malts. We then added plenty of
oats to add a layer of creaminess. Following
the fermentation process, we add a
generous amount of hand-selected, craft
roasted micro-lot coffee to make this an
incredibly unique beer-coffee experience.
This is an old school recipe with a modern
twist in which Dark beer and coffee lovers
will savor. In this version, we present Hello
Darkness in all its glory!.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00

Pint $7.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Baby Juices
IPA - New England / 4.9% ABV / 42
IBU
Congratulations!! It's a crushable-hazy-juicy-
session-able IPA. We've loaded this brew
with only the juiciest of hops in the hop
pool; including Mosaic, Citra, and a kiss of
Galaxy. This hazy liquid produces tropical
waves that slam notes of mandarin orange,
honeydew melon, guava, and juicy mango as
it erupts in your mouth. It's so deliciously
quenching and satisfying it will keep you
yearning for more.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00

New Exton IPA
IPA - New England / 7.4% ABV / 23 IBU
Welcome to your juice paradise. Crafted with
the juiciest hops available, New Exton IPA is
brimming with notes of pineapple, guava,
grapefruit and orange. Sit back, crack the
tab and drift away. You’re not in Exton
anymore.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $8.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Hop Headed Stranger
IPA - New England / 7.2% ABV / 46
IBU
The hop-headed stranger from Exton,
Pennsylvania rode into town one day... Hey
Partner, saddle up and hold on as you kick
back this bold and aggressively hopped
beer. We hazed this up with sacks of oats
and barley then clobbered it, Stolen Sun
Style, with loads of Mosaic, Citra, Simcoe,
and Cascade. You'll want to ride off into the
sunset with this Double Dry Hopped IPA.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $6.00
16oz Draft $8.00

Uncle Jon's Beer #20
IPA - American / 7.4% ABV / 68 IBU
Need a cure for the haze, we have the anti-
juice for you. This is our jam beer, an Old
School Style American IPA. We maintain our
malty backbone and play with the hops. In
this version, BRU-1, Mosiac, and Azacca hops
are the true 'stars' along with friends
Centennial & Chinook. Double Dry
Hopped...of course! Enjoy the bitter! Once
again, keeping it real.

16oz Can $7.00
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WHAT'S ON TAP
Hoppy Birthday To Me V5.0
IPA - American / 7.4% ABV / 68 IBU
The best birthday present a boy could want!
To celebrate our Fearless Leader's birthday
this year, once again, we've spared no
expense brewing a Massively Double Dry
Hopped IPA with only the finest hops. This
brew is packed with BRU-1 and Galaxy Hops
which give off a HUGE, DANK Hop nose
filled with all the juiciest hop notes we could
buy. Drink a pint, or two, and toast Jonathan
on celebrating another year around the
(Stolen) Sun!

4oz Draft $4.00
10oz Draft $6.50
16oz Draft $8.50

Honey Bee
Golden Ale / 5.3% ABV / 20 IBU
This American Golden Wheat brew
incorporates generous amounts of Florida
Orange Blossom honey sourced from an
orchard in Wauchula Florida. This sweet,
delicious, nectar will be accompanied by
lemondrop and Mandarina hops to round
out this brew with more citrus notes.

16oz Can $6.00

Little Round Hop
Cider - Traditional / 5.5% ABV
To elevate this cider's bright, citrusy
personality, we've dry hopped it with
Cascade, Centennial and Columbus hops.
Lemongrass helps to focus the hop
overtones and enhances flavor.

4oz Draft $3.00
10oz Draft $5.00
16oz Draft $7.00
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